**ITA PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION**
_MONUMENTAL COMPLEX OF ST. CLAIRE_
Discover one of the most beautiful and beloved monasteries in Naples
By invitation only

**WELCOME RECEPTION**
_MOSTRA D’OLTREMARE AT EXEDRA FOUNTAIN_
A spectacular show of sounds and lights and extraordinary water special effects will be performed during the Welcome Reception.
For WTC registered delegates only

**WTC 2019 SPECIAL EVENT & ITA TECH DINNER**
_SAN CARLO THEATRE_
For the first time WTC gives this extraordinary opportunity to all the delegates. Do not miss the chance to attend an open concert in one of the most famous and prestigious opera houses in the world (on a first come first served basis)
Dinner by invitation only

**WTC CANDIDATE DINNER**
_BELVEDERE CARAVA_
Enjoy an exclusive view of the Gulf of Naples and a dinner in a unique and historic location dated back to the end of the seventeenth century and located on the Vomero hill
By invitation only

**GALA DINNER**
_PIETRARSA RAILWAY MUSEUM_
This is where the Italian railway history began, nestled between the sea and the Volcano Vesuvius. Do not miss the grand finale of the WTC2019 and enjoy a stunning view of the Gulf of Naples!
Tickets must be purchased in advance when registering to the congress

**WORKING LUNCH**
_PAUSILYPON ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE AND SEIANO GROTTO_
A fascinating tour through a man-made tunnel of 770 metres and a light lunch at the seaside with a glance at the Roman age
Tickets must be purchased in advance when registering to the congress